
- AWS Storage Bucket

- System that contains static submission files from users so that they can be displayed

- Fed directly from user input (views.py function to interface with submission template or Django admin page)

- urls.py

- Request control file

- Collects HTTP requests from user and passes them to views.py to create new displays on the templates

- views.py

- Logical control file

- Contains functions that accept inputs from urls.py and generates outputs that are given to the templates to 

determine display

- models.py

- Database control file

- Establishes parameters for the framework database to store values generated by views.py for display

- base.py

- Settings configuration file

- Contains configuration options common across the test version of the site and the full version of the site

- production.py

- Extension of base.py, contains settings specific to the full version of the site

- local.py

- Another extension of base.py, contains settings specific to the test version of the site
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Lockheed's Generative Design Contest will give people time to design, manufacture, and test 

hardware. The start of the contest would be months before the voting. A length of time will be open 

for PowerPoint submission entries then after the deadline, voters will have time to see the entries and 

select.

Khushi Saini, Josh Facello, Aditya Raje, Alexis Harris, Aneesh Sathaye, Mitchell "Chell" Carey,

Tristie White, Deepesh Balwani, Elizabeth Gonzales, Sahaj Desai, Samuel Lin, Al Siller

- Visually appealing toolbar

- CSS , and HTML

- Visual of search bar before sign in and after

- Vote button

- Iterates voting counter

- Only one vote per user

- Searching button

- Being able to find entries by title or 

submitter

- Submission button

- Can submit their Creo embedded 

PowerPoint File, thumbnail, and submission 

title

- File submissions other than .pptx and .jpg 

will not be accepted

- About section

- Allows all users to learn about the process 

of generative design and what it means in 

the context of Lockheed Martin

- Introduces the users to the development 

team behind the scenes

Voter Clicks Vote 

Button

Generates HTTP 

Request (urls.py)

Logical Function 

Interprets Request 

(views.py)

Updates Vote Count 

For That Presentation 

(models.py)

Displays the 

Updated Vote 

Count

User Submits a 

New PowerPoint 

(.pptx) and a 

thumbnail (.jpg)

Stores the 

thumbnail and 

PowerPoint in 

an AWS bucket

Gets passed on 

to the database 

control file

Sent to the 

front-end to 

display

AWS Storage Bucket

views.py models.py

base.py

production.py local.py

urls.py

• Generative design is an innovative technology that uses artificial intelligence and algorithms to 

generate optimized and innovative designs for various products and systems.

• It works by defining constraints and objectives, such as material properties, manufacturing 

limitations, and functional requirements, and then using machine learning and optimization techniques 

to generate a wide range of potential design solutions.

• Generative design can significantly speed up the design process, reduce costs, and improve 

product performance by exploring design options that may not have been considered using traditional 

design methods.

• It is particularly useful in fields such as architecture, engineering, and manufacturing, where there 

are many variables to consider when designing a product or system.

• Generative design can lead to more sustainable, efficient, and stronger products, as well as 

improved customer satisfaction.

• It is important to promote because it can revolutionize the design process, enable faster 

product development, and create better and more optimized products.

Generative Design
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